
Bold Type in Text

Bold typefaces, as companions to regular text weights, did not become fashionable until the mid-19th 
century. Although it is hard to imagine today, the original fonts of Baskerville, Caslon, Garamond and 
Bodoni did not include bold weights. Bold type grew out of the Industrial Revolution and the birth of 
advertising. In fact, the first popular bold typefaces were display designs intended to be used at large 
sizes to grab the reader’s attention. It was only later that bold designs were regularly added to 
typefaces used to set text copy.

It’s All in the Name
Bold typefaces can go by many names: demi bold (sometimes just “demi”), bold, extra bold, and black 
and ultra. As the names imply, their stroke weights are incremental degrees heavier than the basic 
roman or medium weight of a typeface. Their primary use in text copy is to provide emphasis or 
establish a typographic hierarchy that conveys relative ranking of information. In this context, bold 
weights clarify content. 

Typical Text Uses
Bold weights of type can easily establish priority. Used sparingly, different typeface weights (and 
proportions) can guide the reader through long or complicated documents. Think of the various 
typeface weights as graphic road signs: a few, well-placed, will help the reader navigate the content. 
Too many distract and confuse.

Headings are often set in bold type, as are subheads and page numbers. “Jump Lines” – short 
messages to the reader at the end of a column, explaining where the text continues –, are also 
frequently set in bold type. In addition, if used in moderation, bold type on a print or digital page adds 
a touch of graphic diversity to otherwise monotone pages of text copy. 

Things to Know
While bold type is more commanding than italics or a point size change, too much bold type on a 
page can be distracting and even disruptive to the reading process. For this reason, italics are 
normally used in running text when more than a couple of words are to be emphasized.

Some typeface families have relatively subtle gradations in change from one weight to another. In 
these designs, a jump of two weights may be advisable to create an obvious contrast.

Bold type can be a powerful typographic tool in text copy. The key is to use it sparingly and sensibly.

Illustrations set in FS Elliot Pro, Fiorina Text, Museo Slab and Akko Pro.
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The MyFonts store from Monotype o�ers more than 130,000 desktop and Web font products for you to preview,
purchase and download. You can also learn about new typeface releases and discover typographic tips and techniques.

MyFonts

https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/fontsmith/fs-elliot/
https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/konstantynov/fiorina/
https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/exljbris/museo-slab/
https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/linotype/akko/

